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Abstract— In motion-compensated lifted wavelet video cod-
ing, the update step typically reverses the motion vectors
from the prediction step. Where motion compensation is
not invertible, heuristic rules are used for the update step.
This paper derives a closed-form expression for the optimal
update step for a given general linear prediction step and
applies the result to motion-compensated wavelet coding.
Our analysis justifies using reversed motion vectors, where
possible, and yields new results on proper inversion of
subpixel motion compensation and optimal treatment of
motion discontinuities. The analysis is extended to longer
filters such as biorthogonal 5/3 wavelet transform to show the
applicability of the proposed method. Experimental results
confirm that optimizing the update step improves the rate-
distortion performance for a motion-compensated wavelet
video coder and provide justification for heuristics used in
conventional techniques.

I. INTRODUCTION

Three-dimensional subband coding (3D-SBC) of video
sequences using wavelet transforms can provide superior
support for embedded, rate-scalable signal representations,
often a requirement in best-effort networks. In an early
attempt to incorporate motion compensation into 3D-SBC,
Ohm [1] treats disconnected pixels arising from a non-
homogeneous motion field differently from connected pix-
els to maintain invertibility in integer-pel accurate motion
compensation. In that work, the motion vector field is
restricted, and the temporal filter is limited to a two-tap
Haar wavelet, which is unsatisfactory. The technique of
motion-compensated liftingincorporates unrestricted mo-
tion compensation into 3D-SBC in a reversible fashion [2]
[3]. Lifting is a procedure to implement discrete wavelet
transforms [4]. Because the lifting decomposition is easily
invertible, any type of operation, linear or non-linear, can
be incorporated into the prediction and update steps. The
lifting implementation of the wavelet transform allows for
a motion-compensated temporal transform, based on any
wavelet kernel and any motion model, without sacrificing
the perfect reconstruction property.

Motion compensation in the prediction step should min-
imize the bit-rate required to encode the temporal high-
band pixel. Since this bit-rate is monotonically related to

the energy of the high-band signal, this energy can be used
instead to find the best motion vectors. This is analogous to
minimizing residual error energy in motion-compensated
predictive coding. The appropriate motion compensation
for the update step, however, is not obvious. Various
methods have been compared to compute backward motion
fields for the update step [5], and some authors (e.g., [6])
have even reported that the update step degrades rate-
distortion performance and should be omitted altogether,
leading to a “truncated wavelet transform.” Typically, how-
ever, reversed motion vectors are used, in combination with
heuristics for “unconnected” and “multiply connected”
pixels [7] [8]. In [9], the authors provide a theoretical
analysis for optimizing the update step with integer-pel
accurate motion compensation. They propose update steps
that average multiply connected pixels and also discuss
non-linear update steps.

In [10], a closed-form expression for the optimal update
step for a given general linear prediction step is derived
and the result is applied to motion-compensated temporal
Haar wavelet coding. The presented analysis justifies using
reversed motion vectors, where possible, and yields new
results on proper inversion of subpixel motion compen-
sation and optimal treatment of motion discontinuities.
In this paper the analysis is extended to longer filters
such as biorthogonal 5/3 wavelet transform to show the
applicability of the previously proposed method. Section II
summarizes our derivation of the optimal update step for
a given motion-compensated prediction step. Section III
provides examples describing various cases of motion vec-
tor fields with Haar transform and Section IV extends the
analysis to biorthogonal 5/3 transform. Section V presents
rate-distortion comparisons for encoding video sequences
with a motion-compensated wavelet coder.

II. OPTIMUM PREDICTION
AND UPDATE STEPS

In [10], we consider the decomposition of a video se-
quence into a temporal low-band and a temporal high-band
signal, using a lifting implementation as shown in Fig. 1.
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Fig. 1. Low-band/high-band decomposition by lifting.

The signalsX and Y are the odd frames and the even
frames of a video sequence, respectively. For our analysis,
it is convenient to defineX andY as column vectors that
contain all of theN pixel values in the respective odd-
frame and even-frame-sequences, for example, frame by
frame in line-scan order. We assume that both prediction
and update steps involve exclusively linear operations,
hence they can be represented by premultiplying the signal
vector by a matrix. The temporal high-band signal vector
H is produced byH = Y − PX whereP is theN ×N
prediction matrix. The update stepL = X+UH multiplies
H with theN ×N update matrixU to yield the low-band
signalL.

We think of the prediction stepP as representing
motion-compensated prediction that strives to minimize
the bit-rate required to encodeH along with the motion
vectors used for prediction. The bit-rate required to encode
the low-band signalL is typically the same as would be
needed to encodeX directly. Since the variance ofH is
so much smaller than the variance ofX, the exact choice
of the update stepU has usually only a very small impact
on the bit-rate required forL. However, inspection of the
inverse transform (Fig. 1) reveals thatU greatly impacts
the distortion in the reconstructed even and odd frame
sequencesX+∆X andY +∆Y . We denote by∆L and∆H

the quantization errors introduced by lossy source coding,
and by(

∆X

∆Y

)
=

(
I
P

)
∆L +

(
−U

I − PU

)
∆H (1)

the resulting errors in the reconstructed frames.
We desire to chooseU such that it minimizes the mean-

squared error

D = E{∆T
X∆X + ∆T

Y ∆Y } (2)

We may assume that∆L and∆H are uncorrelated random
vectors. Then, the choice ofU does not affect the part of
the distortionD due to∆L and we only have to consider
the contribution of the high-band error, i.e.,(

∆X

∆Y

)
=

(
−U

I − PU

)
∆H (3)

Consider the autocorrelation matrix

R = E

{(
∆X

∆Y

) (
∆X

∆Y

)T
}

=
(

−U
I − PU

)
RH

(
−U

I − PU

)T
(4)

whereRH = E{∆H∆T
H} is the autocorrelation matrix of

∆H . We find the optimumU by matrix calculus

d/dU (D) = d/dU (tr (R)) (5)

= 2
(
I + PT P

)
URH − 2PT RH = 0

where d/dU(.) is a matrix whose(i, j) element is the
derivative of the argument with respect to the(i, j) element
of U . Assuming thatRH is full rank, we find the update
matrix

U = (I + PT P )−1PT (6)

corresponding to a local extremum of the mean-squared
error D (2). We note that(I + PT P ) is positive definite
and therefore always invertible.

Once we find the prediction stepP that minimizes
the bit-rate, we can easily determine the corresponding
update step that minimizes the resulting distortion using
(6). Except that we require the prediction step to be linear,
there are no constraints onP . In the following sections,
we study the case of different temporal wavelet transforms
in more detail.

III. MOTION-COMPENSATED
HAAR TRANSFORM

( )X L ( )Y H
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Fig. 2. Block-based motion-compensated prediction with
integer displacement vectors leads to 1-connected, M-
connected, and unconnected pixels in frameX.

When considering a Haar wavelet, the vectorsX and
Y are simply two successive frames since the Haar basis
vectors do not overlap. After motion-compensated lifting,
the high-band signalH corresponds to frameY , and the
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Fig. 3. Example: optimal update for integer-pel accuracy
motion compensation.L(X) and H(Y ) denote temporal
references for temporal low/high-bands.

low-band signalL corresponds toX. With block-wise mo-
tion compensation, as illustrated in Fig. 2, the frameY is
divided into blocks using a fixed grid, and each block finds
a best match in frameX. If only integer displacements are
allowed, most pixels in frameX are connected to one pixel
in Y (1-connected). However, due to the spatial variation
of the displacement vector, some pixels in frameX may
be used for prediction more than once (multi-connected, or
M-connected pixels), while others may not be used at all
(unconnected pixels).

Fig. 3 illustrates the optimal update step for a one-
dimensional example of integer-pixel-accurate motion
compensation. The circles are pixels and the arrows are
the direction of motion compensation in the lifting steps.
In Fig. 3, (a) is the prediction step while (b) is the optimal
update step based on the (6) in Section II. The optimal
solution illustrates three simple rules which are easily
derived from (6):

• If a pixel in the reference frameX is 1-connected,
the corresponding pixel in the high-bandH is added
to the pixel along the reversed motion vectors with a
weight of 1

2 .
• If a pixel in X is unconnected, this pixel is simply

copied to the corresponding position inL.
• If a pixel is M -connected, all the connected pixels in

the high-bandH are added to the pixel with a weight
of 1

M+1 . 1-connected pixels are included as the special
caseM = 1.

Fig. 3(c) shows the best heuristic update known to us
prior to this work [7]. We shall refer to it as the “conven-
tional update step.” For integer-pixel accuracy, 1-connected
and unconnected pixels are treated in the same way as in
the optimal case. However,M -connected pixels are treated
in a different way. For instance, the first encountered pixel
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Fig. 4. Example: optimal update for half-pel accuracy
motion compensation.L(X) and H(Y ) denote tempo-
ral references for temporal low/high-bands. (In (c), only
weights with absolute values> 0.1 are shown.)

in Y that uses the currentM -connected pixel inX as a
predictor can be chosen for computing the low-bandL.
Once a pixel has been selected for the update step, the
same weight of12 is used.

A one-dimensional example of half-pixel-accurate mo-
tion compensation is shown in Fig. 4. Bilinear interpolation
for sub-pixel positions is used. The resulting weights
needed for the matrixP are shown in (b). Pixels in both
framesX and Y might beM -connected. However, there
might still be 1-connected pixels and unconnected pixels,
as in the integer-pixel-accuracy case, and their optimal
update step is the same as in that case. However,M -
connected pixels can result in many more pixels involved
in generating the optimum low-band signal at these pixel
locations. In optimum update step (c), only weights with
absolute values greater than 0.1 are shown. Weights not
shown are not necessarily zero.

In Fig. 4(d), the conventional update step is shown
[8]. When the motion displacement points to a sub-pixel
position in the frameX such asX(i + 1

2 ), conventional
techniques default to the nearest integer-pixel position
X(i), and useH(i− 1

2 ) for the update step. Note that bi-
linear interpolation in the high-band yields similar weights
to those in the optimal update.

IV. MOTION-COMPENSATED
BIORTHOGONAL 5/3 TRANSFORM

The entire development in Sec. II is derived for arbitrary
wavelet kernel. However, in the case of longer and over-
lapping wavelet kernels, the proposed method should be
modified in order to preserve compact support for matrices
P andU . In this section, we consider the biorthogonal 5/3
wavelet transform as shown in Fig. 5. The signalXi is
each frame of a video sequence. Similar to our general case
analysis,Xi is defined as a column vector that contains all
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Fig. 5. Low-band/high-band decomposition by biorthog-
onal 5/3 lifting.

of the N pixel values in the corresponding frame. With
the N ×N prediction and update matricesPi andUi, the
resulting temporal high-band and low-band signal vectors
are

H2k+1 = X2k+1 − P2kX2k − P2k+1X2k+2 (7)

L2k = X2k + U2k−1H2k−1 + U2kH2k+1 (8)

We may assume that∆Li and ∆Hi are uncorrelated,
and ∆Hi

and ∆Hj
are uncorrelated. Then, the choice of

U2k and U2k+1 does not affect the part of the distortion
D due to other than∆H2k+1 and we only have to consider
the contribution of∆H2k+1 . Without the loss of generality,
quantization errors in the other temporal subband are set
to zero, i.e.,

∆X =


∆X2k−1

∆X2k

∆X2k+1

∆X2k+2

∆X2k+3



=


−P2k−1U2k

−U2k

I − P2kU2k − P2k+1U2k+1

−U2k+1

−P2k+2U2k+1

 ∆H2k+1 .(9)

Let

Z =


−P2k−1U2k

−U2k

I − P2kU2k − P2k+1U2k+1

−U2k+1

−P2k+2U2k+1

 , (10)

then
∆X = Z∆H2k+1 . (11)

The mean-squared error due to∆H2k+1 is given by

D = E{∆T
X∆X} (12)

Similarly, consider the autocorrelation matrix

R = E{∆X∆T
X} = ZRHH2k+1Z

T (13)

whereRHH2k+1 is the autocorrelation matrix of∆H2k+1 .
To chooseU2k and U2k+1 such that they minimize the
mean-squared errorD (12), we take a derivative ofD with
respect toU2k and U2k+1 and set it zero as in (14) and
(15).

Assuming thatRHH2k+1 is full rank, we find the update
matricesU2k and U2k+1 given in (16) and (17). In case
of biorthogonal 5/3 wavelet transform, therefore,U can
be solved with 4 neighboringPs. Note that the update
weights of 1

4 used typically in the 5/3 wavelet transform
are not optimal. The best value ofU = 2

7 is found by
substitutingP = 1

2 for all prediction matrices in (16) and
(17).

V. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

The experiments in this section compare the optimum
update step given by (6) in Section II with the conven-
tional update step [8]. Fig. 6 shows the encoder of the
wavelet video coding system with motion-compensated
lifting. We use variable-blocksize motion estimation [11]
and furthermore, we employ fractional-pel accuracy motion
compensation with bilinear interpolation. After temporal
decomposition, to further exploit the coherence among
neighboring pixels within each temporal subband, a multi-
level 2-D spatial DWT is then applied to decompose the
subband into wavelet coefficients. Finally, the SPIHT (Set
Partitioning in Hierarchical Trees) [12] algorithm is used to
encode the wavelet coefficients of each temporal subband
into a scalable bitstream. The SPIHT algorithm provides
an embedded representation so that rate-distortion curves
can be obtained by simply truncating the coded bitstreams.
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Motion−Compensated
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Decomposition

Entropy
Coding
(SPIHT)

Motion
Estimation

Motion Vector
Encoding

Rmv

Video

BitstreamM
U
X

Fig. 6. Encoder structure of scalable interframe wavelet
video coding system

For the optimal update scheme, the prediction matrixP
can be populated from the block-wise motion vectors. Like



d/dU2k (D) = d/dU2k (tr (R))
= ((I + PT

2kP2k + PT
2k−1P2k−1)U2k + PT

2kP2k+1U2k+1 − PT
2k)2RHH2k+1 = 0 (14)

d/dU2k+1 (D) = d/dU2k+1 (tr (R))
= ((I + PT

2k+1P2k+1 + PT
2k+2P2k+2)U2k+1 + PT

2k+1P2kU2k − PT
2k+1)2RHH2k+1 = 0 (15)

U2k = (I + PT
2kP2k + PT

2k−1P2k−1 − PT
2kP2k+1(I + PT

2k+1P2k+1 + PT
2k+2P2k+2)−1PT

2k+1P2k)−1

(PT
2k − PT

2kP2k+1(I + PT
2k+1P2k+1 + PT

2k+2P2k+2)−1PT
2k+1) (16)

U2k+1 = (I + PT
2k+1P2k+1 + PT

2k+2P2k+2 − PT
2k+1P2k(I + PT

2kP2k + PT
2k−1P2k−1)−1PT

2kP2k+1)−1

(PT
2k+1 − PT

2k+1P2k(I + PT
2kP2k + PT

2k−1P2k−1)−1PT
2k) (17)

the encoder, the decoder only needs the motion vectors to
constructP , so this matrixP need not be transmitted.P
is a very large, but sparse matrix; e.g.,25344× 25344 for
QCIF sequences (176×144 pixels) in the case of temporal
Haar transform. Obtaining the optimum update matrixU
is challenging since the inverse of a sparse matrix is not
necessarily sparse. In our implementation, we therefore do
not calculateU explicitly. Instead, we observe that only
UH is needed to produce the temporal low-bandL. Our
computation then proceeds as follows:

• SetZ = UH = (I + PT P )−1PT H
• We note(I + PT P )Z = PT H.
• SolveAZ = B whereA = I +PT P andB = PT H,

exploiting the sparseness ofP [13].
• Add Z to X.

Fig. 7 shows luminance PSNR over the total bitrate for
two test sequences,ForemanandMobile & Calendar, both
consisting of 288 frames in QCIF format, encoded with
three levels of temporal decomposition with the motion-
compensated Haar transform. We use the same motion ac-
curacy of integer, half and quarter-pel at all decomposition
levels. We observe that the optimal update step performs
only slightly better than the conventional update step. This
justifies the heuristics used in the conventional update step
[8].

VI. CONCLUSION

We have derived a closed-form expression for the op-
timal update step for a given general linear prediction
step and applied the result to motion-compensated wavelet
coding. Our analysis provides justification for using re-
versed motion vectors, where possible. Unconnected and
1-connected pixels are treated as in the conventional update
scheme. However, multiply-connected pixels can result
in numerous pixels with different weights involved in
generating the best low-band signal. We also extended
the analysis to the biorthogonal 5/3 wavelet transform
and showed the applicability of the proposed method to
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Fig. 7. Rate-Distortion performance with optimal and
conventional update step. Integer, half, quarter-pel accurate
motion compensations are used.



longer and overlapping wavelet kernels. A new sparse
matrix technique is presented that allows the practical
implementation of the optimal update step for motion-
compensated wavelet video coding. Experimental results
show that the optimal update outperforms the conventional
update step by at most 0.4dB, and that conventional update
using the reversed motion vectors does nearly as well as
the optimal update, thereby justifying the heuristics used
in the conventional method.
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